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The readiness for RTW scale
 The Readiness for RTW scale1 developed and validated in a
Canadian cohort study:
 13 questions for people not working:
 Precontemplation
 Contemplation
 Prepared for action (self-evaluative and behavioral)
 9 questions for people working:
 Uncertain maintenance
 Proactive maintenance

1. Franche et al. The Readiness for RTW Scale: Development and validation of a self-report staging scale in lost-time
claimants with musculoskeletal disorders. 2007. Journal of Occup Rehabil.

Study aims
To investigate the psychometric properties of the Norwegian
version of the Readiness for RTW scale among persons in
inpatient occupational rehabilitation



Internal consistency
Construct validity

To investigate the associations between the Norwegian
version of the Readiness for RTW scale and future work
participation

Methods
 Participants (n=179): Persons with reduced work ability who
participated in a one-week inpatient occupational
rehabilitation program.
 Design: A prospective cohort with one year follow up.
 Baseline questionnaires
 Register data: Sickness benefits in the year following the
program.

 Analyses:
 Explorative factor analyses and reliability analyses
 Pearson correlations between factors and relevant instruments
 Multivariate linear regression models (controlling for gender, age,
subjective health complaints, employment status and previous
sickness benefit).

Work and benefit status at baseline
Readiness for RTW scale A
– not working (n= 119)

Readiness for RTW scale B
– working (n=60)

 233 days on sickness
benefits during year before
program
 35 % unemployed

 71 days on sickness
benefits during year before
program

Psychometric properties of the scale
Factors identified:
 Not working:
 RTW inability (5 items, α=0.72)
 RTW uncertainty (3 items , α=0.81)


Working:
 Uncertain work maintenance (5 items , α=0.75)
 Proactive work maintenance (3 items , α=0.59)



Internal consistency was satisfactory, except for proactive work
maintenance
Construct validity:
 Expected relationships between the readiness for RTW factors and
related instruments.
 Some differences from the factor structure of Franche et al. (2007)
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Scale factors and assosiations with work
participation (adjusted model1)
 High score RTW inability ↔ low work participation (p=0.02)
 RTW uncertainty: No association (p=0.72)
 High proactive work maintenance ↔ high work participation (p=0.03)
 Uncertain work maintenance: No association (p=0.83)

1. Model adjusted for: Age, gender, subjective health complaints,
employment contract and duration of previous sickness benefits.
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